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1.0
1.1

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

INTRODUCTION

Section 1.0 of this Initial Study describes the purpose, environmental authorization, the intended uses of
the Initial Study, documents incorporated by reference, and the processes and procedures governing
the preparation of the environmental document. Pursuant to Section 15367 of the State of California
Guidelines for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA Guidelines), the City of
Claremont (City) is the Lead Agency under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The City has
primary responsibility for compliance with CEQA and consideration of The Commons Specific Plan
(project or proposed project).
The Initial Study is organized as follows:
Section 1.0

Introduction and Purpose provides a discussion of the Initial Study’s purpose, focus, and
legal requirements.

Section 2.0

Project Description provides a detailed description of the proposed project.

Section 3.0

Environmental Checklist includes a checklist and accompanying analyses of the project’s
effect on the environment. For each environmental issue, the analysis identifies the
level of the project’s environmental impact, required mitigation measures, and whether
or not further analysis is required in an EIR.

Section 4.0

List of Preparers

Section 5.0

References details the references cited throughout the document.

Appendices

Includes the technical material and studies prepared to support the analyses contained
in the Initial Study.

1.2

PURPOSE

CEQA requires that the proposed project be reviewed to determine the environmental effects that
would result if the project were approved and implemented. The City is the Lead Agency and has the
responsibility of preparing and adopting the associated environmental document prior to consideration
of the approval of the proposed project. The City has the authority to make decisions regarding
discretionary actions relating to implementation of the proposed project.
This Initial Study has been prepared in accordance with the relevant provisions of CEQA (California
Public Resources Code Section 21000 et seq.); the CEQA Guidelines,1 and the rules, regulations, and
procedures for implementing CEQA as adopted by the City. The objective of the Initial Study is to inform
City decision-makers, representatives of other affected/responsible agencies, the public, and interested
parties of the potential environmental effects of the project.
As established in CEQA Guidelines Section 15063(c), the purposes of an Initial Study are to:


Provide the Lead Agency (City of Claremont) with information to use as the basis for deciding
whether to prepare an Environmental Impact Report (EIR), Negative Declaration (ND), or Mitigated
Negative Declaration (MND);

1

California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Chapter 3, Sections 15000 through 15387.
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Enable an applicant or Lead Agency to modify a project, mitigating adverse impacts before an EIR is
prepared, thereby enabling the project to qualify for an ND or MND;



Assist in the preparation of an EIR, if one is required;



Facilitate environmental assessment early in the design of a project;



Provide a factual basis for finding in an ND or MND that a project will not have a significant effect on
the environment;



Eliminate unnecessary EIRs; and



Determine whether a previously prepared EIR could be used with the project.

1.3

INTENDED USE OF THIS INITIAL STUDY

The City formally initiated the environmental process for the proposed project with the preparation of
this Initial Study. The Initial Study will be distributed along with a Notice of Preparation (NOP) advising
responsible and trustee agencies, other affected agencies, interested parties, and individual members of
the public that the City is preparing an EIR to address potential environmental impacts resulting from
construction and operation of the proposed project. The Initial Study screens out those impacts that
would be less than significant and do not warrant mitigation, identifies those issues that require further
mitigation to reduce impacts to a less than significant level, and identifies those issues that require
further analysis in an EIR. Based on these analytical conclusions, this Initial Study supports the
preparation of a project EIR for the proposed project upon the request of the Lead Agency.
CEQA2 permits the incorporation by reference of all or portions of other documents that are generally
available to the public. This Initial Study has been prepared utilizing information from City planning and
environmental documents, technical studies specifically prepared for the project, and other publicly
available data. The documents utilized in the Initial Study are identified in Section 3.0 and are hereby
incorporated by reference. These documents are available for review at the City of Claremont,
Community Development Department, Planning Division.

1.4

PUBLIC REVIEW OF THE INITIAL STUDY

The Initial Study and the NOP will be distributed to responsible and trustee agencies, other affected
agencies, interested parties, and individual members of the public for a 30-day NOP public review
period. Written comments in response to this Initial Study regarding the scope of the pending EIR should
be addressed to:
Jennifer Davis, Contract Planner
City of Claremont
Community Development Department
207 Harvard Avenue
Claremont, California 91711
(909) 399-5470
jdavis@romoplanninggroup.com

2

CEQA Guidelines Section 15150.
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Consideration of comments raised during the 30-day NOP public review period regarding the scope and
content of the environmental information and analysis pertinent to the proposed project will be taken
into account. Relevant and applicable comments will be incorporated into the EIR.
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2.1

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

OVERVIEW

A description of the proposed project is provided in this section of the Initial Study in conformance with
CEQA Guidelines Section 15063. It describes the geographic setting of the proposed project, the project
location, the existing project setting, project characteristics, project objectives and discretionary actions
required to implement the proposed project. The existing setting described in the project description is
used to assist in the definition of existing baseline conditions from which the proposed project’s impacts
on the physical environment are determined.
The proposed project would result in the development of 27 single-family homes, 20 townhomes, 15
second-story residential flats, and 5,000 square feet of retail space below the residential flats on a 6.5acre site in the City of Claremont (in the County of Los Angeles) and 48 townhomes on 3.0 acres in the
City of Upland (in the County of San Bernardino). The project includes a General Plan Amendment (18GPA02), Specific Plan (18-SP01), a Zone Change (18-CA02), and Tentative Tract Map approvals (TTM
82135 in Claremont). The Upland portion of the project will be approved and entitled in a manner
consistent with Upland’s land use approval regulatory and discretionary procedures. At this time, the
Applicant has submitted an application with the City of Upland for compliance under Senate Bill 35 for
the portion of the project that is in Upland.

2.2

PROJECT LOCATION

The project is a proposed planned residential/mixed-use development on approximately 9.5 acres
located at the northwest corner of Foothill Boulevard and Monte Vista Avenue in the City of Claremont
and the City of Upland (Figure 1: Regional and Project Location). The City of Claremont is located in Los
Angeles County and the City of Upland is located in San Bernardino County. The City of Claremont
portion of the project site is 6.5 acres of the 9.5 acres. The City of Upland portion of the project site is
3.0 of the 9.5 acres. The City of Claremont is bounded by unincorporated land in Los Angeles County to
the north, the Cities of Pomona and Montclair to the south, the City of Upland to the east, and the City
of La Verne and County of Los Angeles unincorporated land to the west. The City of Upland is bounded
by unincorporated land in San Bernardino County to the north, the Cities of Montclair and Ontario to the
south, the City of Rancho Cucamonga to the east, and Claremont and the Los Angeles County/San
Bernardino County boundary to the west.
The project site occupies Assessor’s Parcel Numbers (APNs) 8307-003-066 (Los Angeles County) and
APNs 1006-312-02, 03, and 04 (San Bernardino County). The four parcels are primarily undeveloped with
the exception of an Armstrong Garden Center. The nursery will remain and will become the adjacent
neighboring property to the west of the planned residential/mixed-use development portion of the
project in Claremont. The nursery occupies 1.44 acres west of the 9.5 acre project site and is part of
proposed Tentative Tract Map 82135 being processed for the project.

2.3

LAND USE, GENERAL PLAN, AND ZONING

2.3.1

Existing Site and Surrounding Land Uses

The project site is bordered by Foothill Boulevard on the south and Monte Vista Avenue to the east. The
land use to the south of Foothill Boulevard is vacant land, and to the east of Monte Vista is an office park
(Upland). The office park consists of public storage units, a CrossFit gym, a craft store, and several other
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various businesses. There is an Armstrong Garden Center and ARCO Station to the west of the project
site in Claremont. Figures 2A and 2B present views of the existing project site.

2.3.2

Site and Surrounding General Plan Land Use Designations

The Claremont and Upland General Plans constitute a blueprint for future growth and development
within their respective cities. The General Plans identify the goals with respect to both built and natural
environments, and establish the policies and implementation measures to achieve the stated goals.
The existing General Plan land use designations surrounding the project are as follows:


North: Business Park (Claremont);



East: Medium Density Single-Family Residential (SFR-M) and Institutional (I)(Upland);



South: Institutional (Claremont); and



West: Commercial (Claremont).

The City of Claremont’s portion of the site is currently designated as Highway Commercial according to
the General Plan. The Highway Commercial designation is intended for a broad range of retail,
professional office, and service-oriented businesses. This category accommodates uses that typically
attract vehicular traffic. This designation applies to properties that are near the 10 Freeway, that are
highly visible from the freeway and benefit from thus location and applies to the properties along
Foothill Boulevard, Indian Hill Boulevard and the east end of Base Line Road. Permitted uses are those
oriented toward the regional market and benefitting from high visibility, including automobile sales and
ancillary uses, supermarkets, hotels, larger retailers, restaurants and drive-through restaurants.
The City of Upland’s portion of the site is designated for Business/Residential (B/R-MU), according to the
Upland General Plan. The Business/Residential designation is intended for areas in which businesses
and/or light industrial uses are compatible with multi-family or single-family residential. Permitted uses
include light manufacturing, assembly, processing, and office, multi-family and single-family residential.

2.3.3

Site and Surrounding Zoning

The project site is mostly zoned Commercial Highway (CH) in Claremont and Business/Residential (B/RMU) in Upland. Zoning allows for the development of a mix of residential and business units with a
density of 8.8 dwelling units per acre in Claremont and a density of 15.9 dwelling units per acre in
Upland. The total allowable density for the project site under current zoning is 11.1 dwelling units per
acre and a total square footage of 5,000 square feet designated to commercial property.
The area to the north of the project site is zoned Business/Industrial Park (B/IP) in the City of Claremont.
The area to the east of the project site is zoned Single-Family Residential: RS-7,500 (RS-7.5) in the City of
Upland. The area to the south of the project site is zoned Institutional Education (IE) (City of Claremont).
The area to the west of the project site is zoned Commercial Highway (CH) (City of Claremont).

2.4

PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS

The project is proposing a total of 27 single-family detached homes, 68 townhomes, 15 second-story
residential flats, and 5,000 square feet of retail space below the residential flats and 2,000 square feet of
outdoor dining. The development will have a wide easement, which will be used as active and passive
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open space for the project (called Central Park and Linear Park). The household expected size is between
2 and 5 occupants. Resident, guest and customer parking spaces will be provided.
Within the City of Claremont is proposed 27 single-family detached homes, 20 townhomes, 15 secondstory residential flats, 5,000 square feet of retail space below the residential flats and 2,000 square feet
of outdoor dining.
Forty-eight (48) of the 68 townhomes proposed are located in Upland.
Figure 3 presents the project site plan. Figures 4A, 4B, and 4C present building elevations of the
proposed project.

2.5

REQUIRED ACTIONS

CEQA Guidelines Section 15124(d)(1) requires the City, to the extent the information is known, to
include a list of the agencies that are expected to use the EIR in their decision-making processes, a list of
permits and other approvals required to implement the project, and a list of related environmental
review/consultation requirements established by federal, State, or local law, regulation and/or policy.

Lead Agency
Pursuant to the provisions of CEQA and the State CEQA Guidelines, the City of Claremont is the Lead
Agency that will approve and carry out the project within its jurisdiction. As part of the approval process,
the City of Claremont is preparing an EIR to consider the environmental effects of the proposed project.
The portion of the project located in the City of Claremont will be implemented in accordance with the
proposed land use, design, and development standards contained in The Commons Specific Plan,
additional conditions of approval applied by the City, and applicable mitigation measures contained in
the EIR.

Responsible Agency
The Upland portion of the project will be approved and entitled in a manner consistent with the City of
Upland’s land use approval regulatory and discretionary procedures. Upland may choose to use this EIR
as a Responsible Agency for the portion of the project within its jurisdiction. As part of the Responsible
Agency approval process, Upland is required to consider the environmental effects of the portion of the
project in Upland in accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15096. At this time, the Applicant has
submitted an application with the City of Upland for compliance under Senate Bill 35 for the portion of
the Specific Plan that is in Upland.

Permits and Approvals
The following City of Claremont permits and approvals are required to implement the project:


General Plan Amendment (18-GPA02).



Specific Plan (18-SP01).



Zone Change Municipal Code Text Amendment (18-CA02).



Tentative Tract Map approvals (TTM 82135 in Claremont; TTM 12345 in Upland).



Design Review 18-ARA08.
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The following approvals from other regulatory agencies may also be required:


State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB): Notice of Intent to comply with the General
Construction Activity National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit.



Utility Providers: Connection permits.

2.6

METHODOLOGY

The analysis in this Initial Study provides an environmental review of the project pursuant to CEQA. The
details of the proposed project and associated actions have been characterized in this section and are
also addressed in detail throughout Section 3.0 of this Initial Study.

2.7

INITIAL STUDY APPENDICES/REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

The Initial Study is based on the following environmental documents and technical studies:
Appendix A:

Geotechnical Investigation
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FIGURE 2A

The Commons

Aerial View from South Looking North Across Site
I:\CCT1801\G\CCT_Aerial_Photos.cdr (8/15/2019)
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FIGURE 2B

The Commons

Aerial View from East Looking Southwest Across Site
I:\CCT1801\G\CCT_Aerial_Photos.cdr (8/15/2019)
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FIGURE 4A

The Commons

Perspective of Single Family Residential Building
SOURCE : KTGY Architecture + Planning (2/4/2019)
I:\CCT1801\G\Building_Perspectives_SFR_MU_TH.cdr (8/15/2019)
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FIGURE 4B

The Commons

Perspective of Mixed-Use Building
SOURCE : KTGY Architecture + Planning (2/4/2019)
I:\CCT1801\G\Building_Perspectives_SFR_MU_TH.cdr (8/15/2019)
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FIGURE 4C

The Commons

Perspective of Townhome Building
SOURCE : KTGY Architecture + Planning (2/4/2019)
I:\CCT1801\G\Building_Perspectives_SFR_MU_TH.cdr (8/15/2019)
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3.0

INITIAL STUDY/ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST FORM

1. Project Title:
The Commons
2. Lead Agency Name and Address:
City of Claremont
Community Development Department, Planning Division
207 Harvard Avenue
Claremont, California 91711
3. Contact Person and Phone Number:
Jennifer Davis, Contract Planner (909) 399-5470
jdavis@romoplanninggroup.com
4. Project Location:
The project site is located at the northwest corner of Foothill Boulevard and Monte Vista Avenue in
the cities of Claremont and Upland. The project site occupies Assessor’s Parcel Numbers (APNs)
8307-003-066 (Los Angeles County) and Assessor’s Parcel Numbers 1006-312-02 through 04 (San
Bernardino County).
5. Project Sponsor’s Name and Address:
Clare Properties
10940 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1960
Los Angeles, California 90024
6. General Plan Surrounding Land Use Designation:
North – Business Park (City of Claremont)
East – Medium Density Residential (SFR-M) and Institutional (I) (City of Upland)
South – Institutional (City of Claremont)
West – Commercial (City of Claremont)
7. Zoning Surrounding Project Site:
North – Business/Industrial Park (B/IP) (City of Claremont)
East – Single-Family Residential RS-7,500 (RS-7.5) and Public (PB) (City of Upland)
South – Institution Educational (IE) (City of Claremont)
West – Commercial Highway (CH) (City of Claremont)
8. Description of Property:
The project is a Specific Plan of residential/mixed-use development on approximately 9.5 acres located
at the northwest corner of Foothill Boulevard and Monte Vista Avenue in the cities of Claremont and
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Upland. The proposed project will convert the majority of 9.5 acres of underutilized and vacant land at
the entrance of the City of Claremont into a residential/mixed-use village. The project will provide open
and park space, retail options within the neighborhood, and residential attached and detached housing.
The development will have a large open space area running through the middle of the site to provide an
emergency landing area for aircraft utilizing Cable Airport.
9. Have California Native American tribes traditionally and culturally affiliated with the project area
requested consultation pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21080.3.1? If so, has
consultation begun?
Please refer to Checklist Section 18 (Tribal Cultural Resources). Consultation was conducted for the
project.
Note: Conducting consultation early in the CEQA process allows tribal governments, lead agencies, and
project proponents to discuss the level of environmental review, identify and address potential adverse
impacts to tribal cultural resources, and reduce the potential for delay and conflict in the environmental
review process. (See Public Resources Code Section 21083.3.2.) Information may also be available from
the California Native American Heritage Commission’s Sacred Lands File per Public Resources Code
Section 5097.96 and the California Historical Resources Information System administered by the
California Office of Historic Preservation. Please also note that Public Resources Code Section 21082.3(c)
contains provisions specific to confidentiality.
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3.1

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED

The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this project, involving at
least one impact that is a potentially significant impact as indicated by the checklist on the following
pages.


Aesthetics



Agricultural and Forestry Resources



Air Quality



Biological Resources



Cultural Resources



Energy



Geology/Soils



Greenhouse Gas Emissions





Hydrology/Water Quality



Land Use/Planning



Mineral Resources



Noise



Population/Housing



Public Services



Recreation



Transportation



Tribal Cultural Resources



Utilities/Service Systems



Wildfire



Mandatory Findings of
Significance

3.2

Hazards & Hazardous Materials

DETERMINATION (TO BE COMPLETED BY THE LEAD AGENCY)

On the basis of the initial evaluation:


I find that the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the environment, and a
NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.



I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment, there
will not be a significant effect in this case because revisions in the project have been made by or
agreed to by the project proponent. A MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.



I find that the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and an
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required.



I find that the proposed project MAY have a “potentially significant impact” or “potentially
significant unless mitigated” impact on the environment, but at least one effect 1) has been
adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal standards, and 2) has been
addressed by mitigation measures based on the earlier analysis as described on attached sheets. An
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required, but it must analyze only the effects that remain to be
addressed.



I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment,
because all potentially significant effects (a) have been analyzed adequately in an earlier EIR or
NEGATIVE DECLARATION pursuant to applicable standards, and (b) have been avoided or mitigated
pursuant to that earlier EIR or NEGATIVE DECLARATION, including revisions or mitigation measures
that are imposed upon the proposed project, nothing further is required.

Signature:
Lynn Calvert-Hayes, AICP for the City of Claremont

Date: November 18, 2019
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3.3

EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

1. A brief explanation is required for all answers except “No Impact” answers that are adequately
supported by the information sources a lead agency cites in the parentheses following each
question. A “No Impact” answer is adequately supported if the referenced information sources
show that the impact simply does not apply to projects like the one involved (e.g., the project falls
outside a fault rupture zone). A “No Impact” answer should be explained where it is based on
project-specific factors as well as general standards (e.g., the project will not expose sensitive
receptors to pollutants, based on a project-specific screening analysis).
2. All answers must take account of the whole action involved, including off-site as well as on-site,
cumulative as well as project-level, indirect as well as direct, and construction as well as operational
impacts.
3. Once the lead agency has determined that a particular physical impact may occur, then the checklist
answers must indicate whether the impact is potentially significant, less than significant with
mitigation, or less than significant. “Potentially Significant Impact” is appropriate if there is
substantial evidence that an effect may be significant. If there are one or more “Potentially
Significant Impact” entries when the determination is made, an Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
is required.
4. “Negative Declaration: Less Than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated” applies where the
incorporation of mitigation measures has reduced an effect from “Potentially Significant Impact” to
a “Less Than Significant Impact.” The lead agency must describe the mitigation measures, and briefly
explain how they reduce the effect to a less than significant level (mitigation measures from “Earlier
Analyses,” as described in (5) below, may be cross-referenced).
5. Earlier analyses may be used where, pursuant to the tiering, program EIR, or other CEQA process, an
effect has been adequately analyzed in an earlier EIR or negative declaration. Section 15063(c)(3)(D).
In this case, a brief discussion should identify the following:
a. Earlier Analysis Used. Identify and state where they are available for review.
b. Impacts Adequately Addressed. Identify which effects from the above checklist were within the
scope of and adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal standards,
and state whether such effects were addressed by mitigation measures based on the earlier
analysis.
c. Mitigation Measures. For effects that are “Less than Significant with Mitigation Measures
Incorporated,” describe the mitigation measures which were incorporated or refined from the
earlier document and the extent to which they address site-specific conditions for the project.
6. Lead agencies are encouraged to incorporate into the checklist references to information sources
for potential impacts (e.g., general plans, zoning ordinances). Reference to a previously prepared or
outside document should, where appropriate, include a reference to the page or pages where the
statement is substantiated.
7. Supporting Information Sources: A source list should be attached, and other sources used or
individuals contacted should be cited in the discussion.
8. This is only a suggested form, and lead agencies are free to use different formats; however, lead
agencies should normally address the questions from this checklist that are relevant to a project’s
environmental effects in whatever format is selected.
9. The explanation of each issue should identify:
a. The significance criteria or threshold, if any, used to evaluate each question; and
b. The mitigation measure identified, if any, to reduce the impact to less than significance.
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1.

Aesthetics

Except as provided in Public Resources Code Section 21099, would the project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic




vista?
Less than Significant Impact. Scenic vistas near the project site are dominated by the hillsides and lower
slopes of the San Gabriel Mountains to the north. According to the City of Claremont’s Hillside
Ordinance, “The ordinance provides the framework for allowing residential development in the hillsides
within concentrated areas where the terrain is flatter and easier to develop.” The project site will not be
in a hillside area within Claremont. According to the City of Upland General Plan, there are no
designated scenic views or vistas within the City. Policy CC-1.6 of the Community Character Element of
the City’s General Plan requires development to enhance public view corridors of the San Gabriel
Mountains, where feasible.
The project is not located within the hillside portions of Claremont or Upland and would not block views
of the San Gabriel Mountains. Views of the hillsides and mountains to the north as well as other
topographic features to the south will continue to be available from vantage points along Monte Vista
Avenue. Views of the hillsides and the distant San Bernardino Mountains and other topographic features
to east will continue to be available from vantage points along Foothill Boulevard. The project would
have a less than significant impact on a scenic vista and no mitigation is required. No further analysis of
this subject is required in the EIR.
b) Substantially damage scenic resources, including,




but not limited to trees, rock outcroppings and
historic buildings within a State scenic highway?
Less than Significant Impact. The segment of Foothill Boulevard adjacent to the project area was
formerly designated as Route 66 prior to its delegation by Caltrans to Claremont. As cited in the cultural
resources study prepared for the proposed project, the section of former Route 66 was evaluated by
Caltrans in 2010. Caltrans concluded this portion of then designated Route 66 lacked sufficient integrity
to contribute to the significance of Route 66 as a whole and was not a “historical resource” under CEQA.
The portion of the project frontage on Foothill Boulevard located in Upland is still designated Route 66.
For the same reasons as concluded for the segment in Claremont, the project frontage within Upland
lacks sufficient integrity to contribute to the significance of Route 66 as a whole and is not a “historical
resource” under CEQA. The project site is not located within the area of a scenic highway. The project
would not substantially affect scenic resources, including, but not limited to trees, rock outcroppings,
and historic buildings within a State scenic highway. Impacts would be less than significant and no
mitigation is required. No further analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.
c) In non-urbanized areas, substantially degrade
the existing visual character or quality of public
views of the site and its surroundings? (Public
views are those that are experienced from
publicly accessible vantage point). If the project
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is in an urbanized area, would the project
conflict with applicable zoning and other
regulations governing scenic quality?
No Impact. See the response to Checklist Question 1.A. The project site is in an urbanized area in the
Cities of Claremont and Upland. The project would be developed in accordance with the land use and
development standards contained The Commons Specific Plan and applicable provisions of the two
Cities’ development codes, resulting in a planned and orderly residential master planned community.
Accordingly, no significant degradation to the visual character of the project site or the surrounding area
would occur, since the project site is zoned for commercial highway and single-family residential. No
impact would occur and no mitigation is required. No further analysis of this subject is required in the
EIR.
d) Create a new source of substantial light or glare




that would adversely affect daytime or nighttime
views in the area?
Less than Significant Impact. Lighting will be used on the property for nighttime illumination of the area.
The project has the potential to create some impact, given that the site is vacant, and has the potential
to create a new source of lighting. Views would not be affected because outdoor lighting will comply
with the Claremont Municipal Code requirements for the portion within Claremont and the Upland
Municipal Code requirements for the portion within Upland. The City of Claremont General Plan states
streetlights and safety lights at signalized intersections provide for public safety. The City created a
Landscape and Lighting District Program in 1990 to help cover the cost of street lighting as well as
landscaping within public rights-of-way.
Through adherence to applicable Claremont and Upland standards, the project would not generate
excessive light or glare. Impacts would be less than significant and no mitigation is required. No further
analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.
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2.

Agriculture and Forestry Resources

In determining whether impacts to agricultural resources are significant environmental effects, lead
agencies may refer to the California Agricultural Land Evaluation and Site Assessment Model (1997)
prepared by the California Department of Conservation as an optional model to use in assessing
impacts on agriculture and farmland. In determining whether impacts to forest resources, including
timberland, are significant environmental effects, lead agencies may refer to information compiled by
the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection regarding the State’s inventory of forest land,
including Forest and Range Assessment Project and the Forest Legacy Assessment Project; and forest
carbon measurement methodology provided in Forest Protocols adopted by the California Air
Resources Board.
Would the project:
a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or
Farmland of Statewide Importance (Farmland), as
shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the




Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of
the California Resources Agency, to nonagricultural use?
No Impact. Farmland maps are compiled by the California Department of Conservation, Farmland
Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP), pursuant to the provisions of Section 65570 of the
California Government Code. These maps utilize data from the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) soil survey and current land use information and
use eight mapping categories to represent an inventory of agricultural resources within the county.
As classified by the FMMP,3 the project site is designated as “Other Land.” This category consists of
land that is vacant and nonagricultural. As no Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of
Statewide Importance is located on site, no conversion of any such farmland would occur. No impact
would occur and no mitigation is required. No further analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.
b) Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use,




or a Williamson Act contract?
No Impact. Williamson Act contracts restrict land development of contract lands.4 These contracts
typically limit land use to agriculture, recreation, and open space, unless otherwise stated in the
contract. The project site is located in “Urban and Built-Up land” (land occupied by structures with a
building density of at least 1 unit per 1.5 acres or approximately 6 structures to a 10-acre parcel) and
therefore is not subject to a Williamson Act Conservation Contract. The proposed project would not
conflict with a Williamson Act contract. Therefore, the proposed project will not conflict with existing

3
4

California Department of Conservation, Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program.
The Williamson Act is a procedure authorized under State law to preserve agricultural lands as well as open space. Property owners entering
into a Williamson Act contract receive a reduction in property taxes in return for agreeing to protect the land’s open space or agricultural
values.
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zoning for agricultural uses or with a Williamson Act Conservation Contract.5 No impact would occur
and no mitigation is required. No further analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.
c) Conflict with existing zoning for or cause rezoning
of forest land (as defined in Public Resources
Code section 12220(g), timberland (as defined by




Public Resources Code Section 4526) or
timberland zoned Timberland Production (as
defined by Government Code Section 51104(g))?
No Impact. The City does not contain forestry-related or timberland zoning. No forest land is located
within or near the project site; therefore, no rezoning of forest land would occur. No impact would
occur and no mitigation is required. No further analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.
d) Result in the loss of forest land or conversion of




forest land to non-forest use?
No Impact. As detailed in response to Checklist Question 2.C, neither City contains forestry-related or
timberland zoning. No forest land is located within or near the project site; therefore, no conversion of
forest land would occur. The project will have no impact related to loss of forest land or conversion of
forest land to non-forest use. No mitigation is required. No further analysis of this subject is required in
the EIR.
e) Involve other changes in the existing
environment which, due to their location or




nature, could result in conversion of Farmland to
non-agricultural use or conversion of forest land
to non-forest use?
No Impact. As no agricultural uses exist on site, the proposed project would not result in the conversion
of agricultural land to a non-agricultural use. Similarly, no forestry uses exist on site. In the absence of
land designated for agricultural use or forestry use, no impact would occur. No mitigation is required.
No further analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.

5

San Bernardino County Williamson Act FY 2015/2016 (Sheet 2 of 2). State of California Department of Conservation, California Important
Farmland Finder. ftp://ftp.consrv.ca.gov/pub/dlrp/wa/ (accessed December 4, 2018).
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3.

Air Quality

Where available, the significance criteria established by the applicable air quality management district
or air pollution control district may be relied upon to make the following determinations.
Would the project:
a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the
applicable air quality plan?









Potentially Significant Impact. The project site is in the South Coast Air Basin (Basin), which is managed by
the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD). The United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has designated the status of the Basin as nonattainment for ozone (O3), coarse inhalable
particulate matter less than 10 microns in size (PM10), and fine inhalable particulate matter less than
2.5 microns in size (PM2.5) under the California Ambient Air Quality Standards. Under the National Ambient
Air Quality Standards, the EPA has designated the status of the Basin as nonattainment for O3 and PM2.5.
The SCAQMD and Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) are responsible for
formulating and implementing the Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) for the Basin. The applicable
AQMP is the SCAQMD Final 2016 AQMP.6 Consistency with the AQMP would be achieved if the project
complies with all applicable SCAQMD rules and regulations and is consistent with the growth forecasts
in the applicable plan. Consistency with growth forecasts can be established by demonstrating that the
project is consistent with the land use plan used to generate the growth forecast.
The proposed project could have a potentially significant impact by conflicting with applicable provisions
of the AQMP. A technical air quality study is being prepared to address the potential impacts regarding
air quality from the proposed project. The EIR will summarize the findings in the technical study and will
analyze the significance of the potential impacts, as well as potential mitigation measures, if any.
b) Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase
of any criteria pollutant for which the project




region is non-attainment under an applicable
Federal or State ambient air quality standard?
Potentially Significant Impact. The project could generate short-term and long-term air pollutants
resulting in a cumulatively considerable increase in criteria pollutants. A technical air quality study is
being prepared to address the effects on air quality from construction and operation of the proposed
project. The potential impacts regarding criteria pollutants, the significance of the potential impacts, as
well as potential mitigation measures, if any, will be addressed in the EIR.
c) Expose sensitive receptors
pollutant concentrations?

6

to

substantial





Final 2016 Air Quality Management Plan. South Coast Air Quality Management District, March 2016.
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Potentially Significant Impact. The SCAQMD identifies the following as sensitive receptors: long-term
healthcare facilities, rehabilitation centers, convalescent centers, retirement homes, residences,
schools, playgrounds, childcare centers, and athletic facilities. There are no sensitive receptors located
within the project area that may be affected by the project; however, the air quality report will analyze
the potential impacts regarding sensitive receptors, the significance of the potential impacts, as well as
the potential mitigation measures, if any, will be addressed in the EIR.
d) Result in other emissions (such as those leading



to odors) adversely affecting a substantial

number of people?
Less than Significant. SCAQMD Rule 402 regarding nuisances states: “A person shall not discharge from
any source whatsoever such quantities of air contaminants or other material which cause injury,
detriment, nuisance, or annoyance to any considerable number of persons or to the public, or which
endanger the comfort, repose, health or safety of any such persons or the public, or which cause, or
have a natural tendency to cause injury or damage to business or property.”
During construction, the various diesel-powered vehicles and equipment in use on the site may create
other emissions, including objectionable odors, from exhaust. Additionally, the installation of asphalt
may generate odors. These odors are temporary and not likely to be noticeable beyond the project
boundaries. Project construction would include best available control measures as required by SCAQMD
Rule 1113 for architectural coatings. Construction is not anticipated to result in VOC emissions that
would violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or projected air quality
violation, nor would it result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of VOCs. Compliance with these
rules would ensure that impacts from other emissions such as objectionable odors associated with
construction activities remain less than significant.
The proposed uses are not anticipated to emit any objectionable odors during operation of the project.
The type of facilities that are considered to have objectionable odors include wastewater treatment
plants, compost facilities, landfills, solid waste transfer stations, fiberglass manufacturing facilities,
paint/coating operations (e.g., auto body shops), dairy farms, petroleum refineries, asphalt batch plants,
chemical manufacturing, and food manufacturing facilities. Residential and general commercial facilities
are not associated with foul odors. Therefore, other emissions such as objectionable odors posing a
health risk to existing and future off-site uses would not occur as a result of the proposed project.
Impacts related to generation of other emissions such as objectionable odors affecting substantial
numbers of people would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
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4.

Biological Resources

Would the project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly
or through habitat modifications, on any species
identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special



status species in local or regional plans, policies,

or regulations, or by the California Department
of Fish and Wildlife or U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service?
Potentially Significant Impact. A Biological Resources Assessment is being prepared for the proposed
project. Potential impacts to any identified candidate, sensitive, or special-status species will be fully
analyzed in the EIR and mitigation measures will be identified, where required to reduce impacts to less
than significant where possible.
b) Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian
habitat or other sensitive natural community
identified in local or regional plans, policies, and




regulations or by the California Department of
Fish and Wildlife or U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service?
Potentially Significant Impact. A Biological Resources Assessment is being prepared for the proposed
project. Potential impacts to any identified riparian habitat or other sensitive natural communities will
be fully analyzed in the EIR and mitigation measures will be identified, where required to reduce impacts
to less than significant where possible.
c) Have a substantial adverse effect on state or
federally protected wetlands (including, but not



limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.)

through direct removal, filling, hydrological
interruption, or other means?
Potentially Significant Impact. A Biological Resources Assessment is being prepared for the proposed
project. Potential impacts to any identified wetlands will be fully analyzed in the EIR and mitigation
measures will be identified, where required to reduce impacts to less than significant where possible.
d) Interfere substantially with the movement of any
native resident or migratory fish or wildlife
species or with established native resident or
migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of
native wildlife nursery sites?
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Potentially Significant Impact. A Biological Resources Assessment is being prepared for the proposed
project. Potential impacts to any identified wildlife movement, wildlife corridors, or wildlife nursery sites
will be fully analyzed in the EIR and mitigation measures will be identified, where required to reduce
impacts to less than significant where possible.
e) Conflict with any local policies or ordinances



protecting biological resources, such as a tree

preservation policy or ordinance?
Potentially Significant Impact. A Biological Resources Assessment is being prepared for the proposed
project. Potential conflicts with local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources will be fully
analyzed in the EIR and mitigation measures will be identified, where required to reduce impacts to less
than significant where possible.
f)

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted
Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community




Conservation Plan, or other approved local,
regional, or State habitat conservation plan?
No Impact. The project site is not within any adopted habitat conservation plans, natural community
conservation plans, or any other regional planning areas identified by the USFWS, CDFW, or the City.7,8,
Therefore, implementation of the proposed project would not conflict with the provisions of any
adopted local or regional conservation plans. No impact to adopted habitat conservation plans would
occur and no mitigation is required.

7

8

California Natural Diversity Data Base, RareFind 5 and Biogeographic Information and Observation System online mapping tool. California
Department of Fish and Wildlife. https://www.wildlife.ca.gov/Data/CNDDB/Maps-and-Data (accessed December 4, 2018).
Information for Planning and Consultation, Facilities. United States Fish and Wildlife Service. https://ecos.fws.gov/ipac/location/
VKT4QFYV5FHP5FCSEJAK4YRDEM/resources#facilities (accessed October 15, 2019).
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5.

Cultural Resources

Would the project:
a) Cause a substantial adverse change in the




significance of a historical resource pursuant to
§15064.5?
Potentially Significant Impact. A Cultural Resources Assessment is being prepared for the proposed
project to address the potential impacts to historic resources. The significance of the potential impacts
and the potential mitigation measures, if any, will be fully analyzed in the EIR to reduce impacts to less
than significant where possible.
b) Cause a substantial adverse change in the




significance of an archaeological resource
pursuant to §15064.5?
Potentially Significant Impact. A Cultural Resources Assessment is being prepared for the proposed
project to address the potential impacts to archaeological resources. The significance of the potential
impacts and the potential mitigation measures, if any, will be fully analyzed in the EIR to reduce impacts
to less than significant where possible.
c) Disturb any human remains, including those




interred outside of formal cemeteries?
Less than Significant Impact. In the event human remains are encountered, State Health and Safety
Code Section 7050.5 states that no further disturbance shall occur until the County Coroner has made a
determination of origin and deposition pursuant to Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 5097.98. The
County Coroner must be notified of the find immediately. If the remains are determined to be Native
American, the County Coroner will notify the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC), which will
determine and notify a Most Likely Descendant (MLD). With the permission of the landowner or his/her
authorized representative the MLD may inspect the site of the discovery. The construction contractor,
project proponent, and the County Coroner are required to comply with the provisions of California
Code of Regulations (CCR) Section 15064.5(e), PRC Section 5097.98, and Section 7050.5 of the State’s
Health and Safety Code. Compliance with these provisions would ensure that any potential impacts to
unknown buried human remains would be less than significant by ensuring appropriate examination,
treatment, and protection of human remains as required by State law. No mitigation is required.
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6.

Energy

Would the project:
a) Result in potentially significant environmental
impact due to wasteful, inefficient, or
unnecessary consumption of energy resources,
during project construction or operation?









Potentially Significant Impact. Potential impacts from wasteful, inefficient, or unnecessary consumption
of energy resources, during project construction or operation will be fully analyzed in the EIR and
mitigation measures will be identified, where required to reduce impacts to less than significant where
possible.
b) Conflict with or obstruct a state or local plan for
renewable energy or energy efficiency?









Potentially Significant Impact. Potential impacts from inconsistencies with or obstruction of renewable
energy or energy efficiency plans will be fully analyzed in the EIR and mitigation measures will be
identified, where required to reduce impacts to less than significant where possible.
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7.

Geology and Soils

The analysis below is based on the geotechnical investigation prepared for the proposed project by Alta
California Geotechnical Inc., dated June 20, 2018 located in Appendix A.
Would the project:
a) Directly or indirectly cause potential substantial
adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury,
or death involving:
i) Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated
on the most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault
Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the




area or based on other substantial evidence of a
known fault? Refer to Division of Mines and
Geology Special Publication 42.
Less than Significant Impact. Regionally, the project site is located in the Peninsular Ranges geomorphic
province, which characterizes the southwest portion of southern California where right lateral major
active fault zones predominantly trend northwest–southeast. The Peninsular Ranges province is
composed of plutonic and metamorphic rock, with lesser amounts of Tertiary volcanic and sedimentary
rock, Quaternary drainage infills and sedimentary veneers. Several large, active fault systems including
the Elsinore-Whittier, Newport-Inglewood, and the San Andreas occur in the region surrounding the
site. These fault systems have been studied extensively and in a large part control the geologic structure
of southern California.9
The nearest known active faults (movement occurring 11,000 years ago) are the Sierra Madre fault, the
Clamshell-Sawpit fault, and the San Jacinto fault, located approximately 2.8, 12.6, and 14.5 miles from
the site. 10 According to the City’s General Plan EIR, the project site is not located within the AlquistPriolo Earthquake Fault Zone. Given that there is not a fault located on site, the potential for ground
rupture is considered to be less than significant; therefore, no mitigation is required.
ii) Strong seismic ground shaking?




Less than Significant Impact. Like all of Southern California, the project site could have the potential for
strong seismic ground shaking because of a large earthquake. The type and magnitude of seismic
hazards affecting the site are dependent on the distance to the epicenter of the fault and the intensity
and magnitude of the seismic event. All future construction and development would be required to
comply with applicable provisions of the most current edition of the California Building Code (CBC) at
the time of construction and the City’s adopted building codes pursuant to the City’s Municipal Code.
These specific requirements would ensure potential impacts from strong seismic ground shaking are less
than significant. No mitigation is required.

9

10

Geotechnical Investigation; Foothill East Project on Foothill Boulevard at Monte Vista Avenue Cities of Claremont and Upland, California,
Alta California, Geotechnical Inc., June 20, 2018.
Ibid.
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iii) Seismic-related ground failure, including




liquefaction?
Less than Significant Impact. Liquefaction occurs primarily in saturated, loose, fine-to-medium-grained
alluvial soils in areas where the groundwater table is within 50 feet of the surface. Shaking causes the
soils to lose strength and act as a liquid. Liquefaction-related effects include the loss of strength, lateral
spreading, and flow failures or slumping. In general, the more recently that sediment has been
deposited, the more likely it will be susceptible to liquefaction. Other factors that are considered are
groundwater, confining stresses, relative density, and the intensity and duration of seismically-induced
ground shaking. Groundwater was not encountered during the subsurface investigation, which extended
to a depth of 20 feet. The regional groundwater map indicates that the historic high groundwater level is
40 to 50 feet. Based on the depth of groundwater and the underlying soil type (primarily gravel), the
potential for liquefaction is considered to be minimal.11 The site is not located within a designated
liquefaction hazard zone. Therefore, liquefaction is not considered to be a hazard at the project site.
Impacts would be less than significant and no mitigation is required.
iv) Landslides?




Less than Significant Impact. The topography at the project area is relatively flat and since there are no
hillside areas, the risk of landslides is not considered for design purposes. 12Detailed grading plans would
be reviewed and approved by the City pursuant to Section 17.013.020, Application Submittal and
Review, of the City Municipal Code to ensure that appropriate design features are implemented.
Impacts would be less than significant and no mitigation is required.
b) Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of




topsoil?
Less than Significant Impact. Construction activities have the potential to expose bare soil to wind
and/or water, which could have the potential to result in soil erosion or loss of topsoil. In order to
address the potential for erosion, the project is required to implement Best Management Practices
(BMPs) during the construction phase that would reduce erosion in accordance with the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) regulations. BMPs are standard conditions and
presented in instances where the proposed project would not create a significant impact, but would be
required to adhere to regulatory requirements in order to ensure impacts do not become significant.
These BMPs would be selected as part of the Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) that is
required to address erosion and discharge impacts associated with the proposed on-site grading.
The project must also comply with the City’s grading permit requirements, pursuant to Municipal Code
Chapter 15.52, Grading Restrictions, which would ensure that construction practices include measures
to protect exposed soils such as covering stockpiled soils and use of straw bales and silt fences to
minimize off-site sedimentation.

11

12

Geotechnical Investigation; Foothill East Project on Foothill Boulevard at Monte Vista Avenue Cities of Claremont and Upland, California,
Alta California, Geotechnical Inc., June 20, 2018.
Ibid.
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This would ensure that the proposed project would have a less than significant impact related to soil
erosion or loss of topsoil. No mitigation is required. No further analysis of this subject is required in the
EIR.
c) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is
unstable, or that would become unstable as a



result of the project, and potentially result in on
site or off-site landslide, lateral spreading,
subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse?
Less than Significant Impact. Liquefaction occurs in saturated, loose, fine-to-medium-grained alluvial
soils in areas where the groundwater table is within 50 feet of the surface. Shaking will cause soils to
lose strength and act as a liquid. The effects that are related to liquefaction include strength loss, lateral
spreading, and flow failures or slumping. Based on the depth of groundwater and the underlying soil
type (primarily gravel), the potential for liquefaction is minimal on the project site. 13
Lateral spreading is a type of liquefaction-induced ground failure associated with the lateral
displacement of surficial blocks of sediment resulting from liquefaction in a subsurface layer. Once
liquefaction transforms the subsurface layer into a fluid mass, gravity plus the seismic inertial forces may
cause the mass to move downslope toward a free face (such as a river channel or an embankment).
Lateral spreading may cause large horizontal displacements and such movement typically damages
pipelines, utilities, bridges, and structures.
Factors that contribute to slope failure and landslides include slope height and steepness, shear strength
and orientation of weak layers in the underlying geologic units, and pore water pressures.
Ground subsidence is a gradual settling or sinking of the ground surface with little or no horizontal
movement, although fissures (cracks and separations) can result from lowering of the ground surface.
Most of the damage caused by subsidence is the result of oil, gas, or groundwater extraction from below
the ground surface. Ground subsidence may occur as a response to natural forces such as earthquake
movements, which can cause abrupt elevation changes of several feet or densification of low density
granular soils during an earthquake event that may cause several inches of settlement. Ground
subsidence is not likely to occur on the project site.
Hydro-compaction, or soil collapse, typically occurs in recently deposited Holocene (less than 11,000
year before present time) soils that were deposited in an arid or semi-arid environment. Soils prone to
collapse are commonly associated with man-made fill, wind-laid sands and silts, and alluvial fan and
mudflow sediments deposited during flash floods. Sudden substantial settlement may occur when
saturated, collapsible soils lose their cohesion. An increase in surface water infiltration (such as from
irrigation) or a rise in the groundwater table, combined with the weight of a building or structure, may
initiate settlement, causing foundations and walls to crack. Based on the composition of the onsite soils
13

Geotechnical Investigation; Foothill East Project on Foothill Boulevard at Monte Vista Avenue Cities of Claremont and Upland, California,
Alta California, Geotechnical Inc., June 20, 2018.
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(primarily gravel) and the anticipated minimal fill loads, the potential for hydro-collapse onsite is
minimal and should be within foundation tolerances upon the completion of the recommended
unsuitable soil removals. 14
According to the Geotechnical Investigation conducted on the project site, groundwater was not
encountered during the subsurface investigation which extended to a depth of 20 feet. The site is not
located within a designated liquefaction hazard zone. Given that there was no groundwater
encountered on site and that the project site is relatively flat, the potential for landslides, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse to occur makes this a less than significant impact and no
mitigation is required. No further analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.
d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table
18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code (1994),




creating substantial direct or indirect risks to life
or property?
Less than Significant Impact. Expansive soils generally have a significant amount of clay particles that can
give up water (shrink) or take in water (swell). The change in volume exerts stress on buildings and other
loads placed on these soils. The extent of shrink/swell is influenced by the amount and kind of clay in
the soil. The measures to protect life and property from potentially expansive soils include over
excavating on-site native and non-native soils, and replacing them with properly compacted fill.
According to the geotechnical investigation, expansion index testing was performed on samples taken
during the subsurface investigation. Based on the results, it is anticipated that the majority of materials
on site are “very low” to “low” in expansion potential. It would be required that the applicant prepare
and submit detailed grading plans as specific improvements and developments are proposed prior to
receiving grading permits pursuant to Section 17.50.040, Application Submittal and Review, of the City
Municipal Code. These plans would be prepared in conformance with applicable standards of the City
for compliance with the most current edition of the CBC at the time of construction. This would ensure
development proposed as part of the project would be protected from expansive soil. Impacts would be
less than significant and no mitigation is required. No further analysis of this subject is required in the
EIR.
e) Have soils incapable of adequately supporting
the use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater




disposal systems where sewers are not available
for the disposal of wastewater?
No Impact. Septic systems are on-site systems designed for safe disposal of biological sanitary waste.
Although septic tanks are usually within rural areas, if they are not sited, designed or maintained
properly, they can be detrimental to the environment and human health; especially if clean
groundwater supplies become contaminated.

14

Geotechnical Investigation; Foothill East Project on Foothill Boulevard at Monte Vista Avenue Cities of Claremont and Upland, California,
Alta California, Geotechnical Inc., June 20, 2018.
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According to the City of Claremont’s General Plan, septic tanks are feasible as long as they are in areas
where housing units are at lower densities, are properly maintained, and do not aggregate nitrate.
As a matter of policy, the City of Claremont requires that all properties within the City limits to connect
to its sewer system because of nitrate issues within the Sphere of Influence. Properties within the
Sphere of Influence and under the jurisdiction of Los Angeles County that use septic tanks are
encouraged to annex into the City and connect to the public sewer system.
The proposed project will connect to an existing sewer system; therefore, it would not require the
construction or expansion of septic tanks or wastewater disposal systems and no impact would occur.
No mitigation is required. No further analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.
f)

Directly or indirectly destroy a unique



paleontological resource or site or unique

geologic feature?
Less Than Significant Impact. The project site is underlain by young alluvial fan deposits sourced from
alluvial fan outwash from nearby canyons and drainages and artificial fill.15 These deposits are not old
enough to contain a paleontological resource or site or unique geologic feature. The alluvial deposits in
this area are thick (greater than 20 feet below ground subsurface) and subsurface disturbance would
not be at a depth that would have the potential to be in deposits that may contain paleontological
resources. Impacts to paleontological resources are not considered significant. Therefore, a less than
significant impact would occur. No mitigation is required. No further analysis of this subject is required
in the EIR.

15

Geotechnical Investigation; Foothill East Project on Foothill Boulevard at Monte Vista Avenue Cities of Claremont and Upland, California,
Alta California, Geotechnical Inc., June 20, 2018.
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8.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Would the project:
a) Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either
directly or indirectly, that may have a significant
impact on the environment?









Potentially Significant Impact. An Air Quality/Greenhouse Gas Impact Assessment is being prepared to
address the potential impacts regarding greenhouse gas emissions and the significance of the potential
impacts, as well as the mitigation measures, if any, will be addressed in the EIR.
b) Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or
regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing
the emissions of greenhouse gases?









Potentially Significant Impact. An Air Quality/Greenhouse Gas Impact Assessment is being prepared for
the proposed project. Potential impacts regarding GHG reduction plans or Climate Action Plans and the
significance of the potential impacts, as well as the mitigation measures, if any, will be addressed in the
EIR.
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9.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

Would the project:
a) Create a significant hazard to the public or the



environment through the routine transport, use,

or disposal of hazardous materials?
Less than Significant Impact. Construction of the project would include the routine transportation, use,
and disposal of construction-related hazardous materials such as fuels, oils, solvents, and other
materials. These materials are typical of materials delivered to construction sites and do not constitute a
significant hazard to the public or environment. Best Management Practices (BMPs) would be
implemented to ensure a less than significant impact. Because of this, impacts are considered to be less
than significant and no mitigation is required. No further analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.
b) Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through reasonably foreseeable



upset and accident conditions involving the

release of hazardous materials into the
environment?
Less than Significant Impact. Potential hazardous materials such as fuel, paint products, lubricants,
solvents, and cleaning products may be used and/or stored on site during construction of the proposed
project. These materials are typical materials delivered to construction sites. Due to the amount of
anticipated site improvements (i.e., development of 90 residential units/5,000 square feet of
commercial uses), only small quantities of these materials are expected to be used during construction,
so they are not considered hazardous to the public at large. Impacts are considered to be less than
significant and no mitigation is required. No further analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.
These materials are similar to household chemicals and solvents already in general use throughout
the City of Claremont and Upland and in the vicinity of the project site. Impacts are considered to be
less than significant and no mitigation is required. No further analysis of this subject is required in the
EIR.
During construction, the transport, use, and storage of hazardous materials during operation will be
regulated by the Los Angeles County Fire District and the California Occupational Safety and Health
Administration. Transport of these hazardous materials by truck and rail on State highways and rail lines
will be regulated by the United States Department of Transportation Office of Hazardous Materials
Safety. Therefore, a less than significant impact would occur and no mitigation is required.
c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous
or acutely hazardous materials, substances, or




waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or
proposed school?
No Impact. There are no schools within one-quarter mile of the project site. The closest school, Pitzer
College, is located in the City of Claremont and is approximately 0.6 mile from the project site. There are
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no proposed schools within one-quarter mile of the project site. Therefore, no impact would occur and
no mitigation is required. No further analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.
d) Be located on a site which is included on a list of
hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to



Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a

result, would it create a significant hazard to the
public or the environment?
Less than Significant Impact. Pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5, the Hazardous Waste and
Substances Sites List has been compiled by the California Environmental Protection Agency Hazardous
Materials Data Management Program. The Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) compiles
information from known databases to make up the Cortese List.
Based on a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) Report prepared in 2018, no evidence of prior
uses that would have released petroleum-based product or other hazardous materials or substances on
the project site was discovered. No structures exist on the site, although remnants of a hydraulic lift
associated with a former building was observed. The ESA concluded no documented, significant, historic
occurrences of petroleum or hazardous materials contamination were discovered at the subject
property. No significant existing or historic on-site sources of petroleum or hazardous materials
contamination were discovered. Because of the lack of significant environmental contamination, no
further investigation was recommended. For these reasons, impacts are considered less than significant
and no mitigation is required.
e) For a project located within an airport land use
plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport or




public use airport, would the project result in a
safety hazard for people residing or working in
the project area?
Potentially Significant Impact. The closest airport in proximity to the project site is Cable Airport, located
within 1.5 miles to the east. The project site is not governed by the Cable Airport Land Use Compatibility
Plan (CALUCP), which stops at the San Bernardino/Los Angeles County line. The potential project
impacts from exposure of residences and employees to aircraft safety concerns, the significance of the
potential impacts and the mitigation measures, if any, will be fully analyzed in the EIR.
f)

Impair implementation of or physically interfere




with an adopted emergency response plan or
emergency evacuation plan?
Less than Significant Impact. Fire protection and emergency medical response services are being
provided by the San Bernardino County Fire District (SBCFD) in Upland and the Los Angeles County Fire
Department in Claremont. The nearest fire station to the project site is San Bernardino County Fire
Station 164 located at 1825 N Campus Avenue in the City of Upland (approximately 4.8 miles northwest
of the project site). The City of Claremont maintains mutual aid agreements with surrounding cities,
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which allow for the services of the nearby fire departments to assist the City of Claremont and Upland
during major emergencies.
The project would be designed and operated per applicable standards required by the City of Upland for
new development with regard to public safety. Policy PFS-2.11 of Upland’s General Plan requires new
development to be accessible to emergency vehicles and not impede the ability of service providers to
provide adequate emergency response. Adherence to the emergency access measures required by the
City of Upland would ensure a less than significant impact related to implementation of or physical
interference with an adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan. No mitigation is
required.
g) Expose people or structures, either directly or
indirectly to a significant risk of loss, injury or
death involving wildland fires?









Potentially Significant Impact. According to the City of Claremont General Plan Fire Hazard Map, the
portion of the project site that is located in Claremont is not within a high fire hazard severity area.
According to the City of Upland General Plan Fire Hazard Map, the portion of the site that is located in
Upland is not located in a high fire hazard zone. Fire services in the City of Claremont are provided to
residents of Claremont through a contract with the consolidated Fire Protection District of Los Angeles
County. Los Angeles County Fire is responsible for the protection of life and property from losses due to
fire, explosion, and other disasters.
Policy SAF-4.6 in the City of Upland’s General Plan “requires all development in areas of potential
wildland fire hazards, shown in the High Fire Hazard Map, to include clearance around structures, fireresistant ground cover and fire-resistant roofing materials.” Design and construction of the project in
accordance with the 2016 California Building Code (CBC) which includes design features such as ignitionresistant materials and incorporation of fire sprinklers that would minimize any risk of exposure of
persons or property to wildfires. Impacts from wildfires will be potentially significant and will be
evaluated in the EIR under wildfire.
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10.

Hydrology and Water Quality

Would the project:
a) Violate any water quality standards or waste
discharge
requirements
or
otherwise




substantially degrade surface or ground water
quality?
Potentially Significant Impact. Drainage and water quality reports are being prepared for the proposed
project to address potential impacts to water quality standards or waste drainage requirements,
significance of potential impacts, and potential mitigation measures, if any, will be fully analyzed in the
EIR.
b) Substantially decrease groundwater supplies or
interfere with groundwater recharge such that




the
project
may
impede
sustainable
groundwater management of the basin?
Potentially Significant Impact. Drainage and water quality reports are being prepared for the proposed
project to address the potential impacts to groundwater supplies, significance of the potential impacts,
and mitigation measures, if any, will be fully analyzed in the EIR.
c) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern
of the site or area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river or
through the addition of impervious surfaces in a
manner which would:
i) Result in substantial erosion or siltation on
or off site;
ii) Substantially increase the rate or amount of




surface runoff in a manner which would
result in flooding on or off site;
iii) Create or contribute runoff water which
would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned storm-water drainage systems or
provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff; or
iv Impede or redirect flood flows?
Potentially Significant Impact. Drainage and water quality reports are being prepared for the proposed
project to address the potential impacts, significance of potential impacts and mitigation measures, if
any, will be fully addressed in the EIR for impacts associated with erosion, siltation, storm-water runoff,
and drainage patterns.
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d) Result in flood hazard, tsunami, or seiche zones,



risk release of pollutants due to project

inundation?
Potentially Significant Impact. Drainage and water quality reports are being prepared for the proposed
project to address the potential impacts, significance of potential impacts and mitigation measures, if
any, will be fully addressed in the EIR for impacts associated from the release of project water quality
pollutants during floods, tsunamis, or seiche zones.
e) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of a



water quality control plan or sustainable

groundwater management plan?
Potentially Significant Impact. Drainage and water quality reports are being prepared for the proposed
project to address the potential impacts, significance of potential impacts and mitigation measures, if
any, will be fully addressed in the EIR for impacts associated with water quality management plans and
sustainable groundwater management plans.
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11.

Land Use and Planning

Would the project:


a) Physically divide an established community?







Less than Significant Impact. The project site is located at the northwest corner of Monte Vista Avenue
and Foothill Boulevard in both Claremont and Upland. The site is surrounded by vacant land to the south
plus the existing Armstrong Garden Center and ARCO Station to the west and an office park to the east
across Monte Vista. Development of the site would complete development of the properties along the
north frontage of Foothill Boulevard between Claremont Boulevard and Monte Vista Avenue. The
project would not divide an established community. No impact would occur and no mitigation is
required. No further analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.
b) Cause a significant environmental impact due to
a conflict with any land use plan, policy, or




regulation adopted for the purpose of avoiding
or mitigating an environmental effect?
Potentially Significant Impact. The Claremont portion of the site is currently designated in the Claremont
General Plan as Commercial intended for a “broad range of retail, professional office and serviceoriented businesses. This category accommodates uses that typically attract vehicular traffic. The
designation applies to properties along Foothill Boulevard, Indian Hill Boulevard and the east end of
Base Line Road.” The Upland portion of the site is designated in the Upland General Plan for SingleFamily Medium Residential (SFR-M) and Institutional (I). The Single-Family Medium Residential
designation is intended for “new and existing single-family neighborhoods with slightly higher densities
than areas designated as Single-Family Low. This designation is implemented primarily in older existing
neighborhoods and in transition zones between lower-density residential uses and higher-density
commercial, industrial, and multi-family residential land uses”. The site is also designated for
Institutional (I). This designation “is for large private institutions.”
The proposed project includes General Plan Amendments (GPAs)/zone changes (ZCs) from the current
designations/zoning to Specific Plan. Upon approval of the proposed project, land use and development
will be governed by The Commons Specific Plan resulting in mixed-use (residential and commercial)
development. The EIR will analyze potential project conflicts with any land use plans, policies, and
regulations adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental impacts.
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12.

Mineral Resources

Would the project:
a) Result in the loss of availability of a known




mineral resource that would be of value to the
region and the residents of the State?
Less than Significant Impact. The project site is located within Mineral Resource Zone 2 (MRZ-2), which
is defined as:
Areas where adequate information indicates that significant mineral resources are present, or
where it is judged that a high likelihood for their presence exists. Land included in MRZ-2 is of
prime importance because it contains known economic mineral deposits.
The State Geologist is responsible for identifying and calculating the amount of aggregate resources
contained in areas classified as MRZ-2. The State Geologist further limits the aggregate resource
calculations to areas within “Sectors,” classified as MRZ-2 that have current land uses deemed
compatible with potential mining.
The identification of aggregate resources provides local governments information on areas that remain
accessible for extraction. The criteria for identifying resource areas do not consider land use
commitments that may restrict the accessibility to the resource; therefore, the amount of available
resource may be overestimated. Through the development of local General Plans, it is expected that
local jurisdictions will identify areas suitable for the extraction of aggregate and other materials. In the
case of the Claremont and Upland General Plans, the project site is not designated as a potential area
for mineral resources or mining. Therefore a less than significant impact would occur and no mitigation
is required. No further analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.
b) Result in the loss of availability of a locally
important mineral resource recovery site



delineated on a local general plan, specific plan

or other land use plan?
Less than Significant Impact. The site is currently vacant and undeveloped land and the project includes
the approval of a specific plan for the development of 90 residential and 5,000 square feet of retail on a
site that is vacant. No mineral processing activity occurs on the site or in the vicinity, nor is the site
designated for mineral extraction or processing. A less than significant impact would occur and no
mitigation is required. No further analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.
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13.

Noise

Would the project:
a) Cause generation of a substantial temporary or
permanent increase in ambient noise levels in
the vicinity of the project in excess of standards




established in the local general plan or noise
ordinance, or applicable standards of other
agencies?
Potentially Significant Impact. A noise and vibration impact study is being prepared for the proposed
project. Potential project impacts from temporary or permanent increases in ambient noise levels in the
vicinity of the project in excess of standards will be fully analyzed in the EIR and mitigation measures will
be identified, where required.
b) Generate excessive groundborne vibration or




groundborne noise levels?
Potentially Significant Impact. A noise and vibration impact study is being prepared for the proposed
project. Potential project impacts from groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels will be fully
analyzed in the EIR and mitigation measures will be identified, where required.
c) For a project located within the vicinity of a
private airstrip or an airport land use plan or
where such a plan has not been adopted, within
two miles of a public airport or public use
airport, would the project expose people
residing or working in the project are to
excessive noise levels?









Potentially Significant Impact. A noise and vibration impact study is being prepared for the proposed
project. Potential project impacts from exposure of residence or employees to excessive noise levels
from aircraft associated with the Cable Airport will be fully analyzed in the EIR and mitigation measures
will be identified, where required.
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14.

Population and Housing

Would the project:
a) Induce substantial unplanned population growth
in an area, either directly (for example, by




proposing new homes and businesses) or
indirectly (for example, through extension of
roads or other infrastructure)?
Less than Significant Impact. The project is located in an undeveloped area and would include the
construction of 105 residential and retail units. The latest statistical figures published by the Southern
California Association of Governments (SCAG) for the City’s average household size assume 2.9 persons
per housing unit for Upland and 2.61 persons per housing unit for Claremont. Sixty-two dwelling units
are proposed Claremont and 48 dwelling units in Upland so the proposed project could increase the City
of Claremont’s population by approximately 162 persons16 and the City of Upland’s population by
approximately 139 persons17 (total of 301 persons). The project does not include construction of new
roadways or infrastructure beyond what would serve only the project site, which includes the extension
of utilities, and water and sewer lines. The project is not expected to increase growth in the area since
there will be no need to increase the existing capacities of wastewater or water treatment facilities.
Therefore, the project would not induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly or
indirectly. Impacts would be less than significant and no mitigation is required. No further analysis of
this subject is required in the EIR.
b) Displace substantial amounts of existing people
or housing, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere?









No Impact. The project site is located on undeveloped land. There are no structures on site and no
people will be displaced. No impacts from displacement of people that would necessitate the
construction of replacement housing elsewhere will occur. No mitigation is required. No further analysis
of this subject is required in the EIR.

16
17

2.61 persons/dwelling unit × 62 units = 161.82 persons in Claremont
2.9 persons/dwelling unit × 48 units = 139.2 persons in Upland
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15.

Public Services

Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of new or
physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically altered governmental facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable
service ratios, response times or other performance objectives for any of the public services:


a) Fire protection?







Less than Significant Impact. The project site is located in an urbanized area and proposes the
construction of 27 single-family homes, 68 townhomes, 15 flats, and 5,000 square feet of retail space on
a 9.5-acre site in the Cities of Claremont and Upland. Table A provides a list of fire stations within 5 miles
of the project site.
Table A: Fire Stations Located within Five Miles of the Project Site
Fire Station

Address

Distance From Project Site

Montclair Fire Station

8901 Monte Vista Ave, Montclair

4,741 feet south

San Bernardino County Fire Station 163

1350 N Benson Ave, Upland

1.21 miles northeast

Los Angeles County Fire Department Station 101

606 W Bonita Ave, Claremont

1.43 miles southwest

Los Angeles County Fire Department Station 62

3701 N Mills Ave, Claremont

2.14 miles northwest

Los Angeles County Fire Department Station 102

2040 Sumner Ave, Claremont

2.74 miles northwest

San Bernardino County Fire Station 161

475 N 2nd Ave, Upland

2.97 miles southeast

San Bernardino County Fire Station 164

1825 N Campus Ave, Upland,

3.62 miles northeast

In the City of Claremont, the Fire Department is responsible for the protection of life and property from
losses due to fire, explosion, and other disasters. The City receives wildland fire protection from the Los
Angeles County Fire Department’s County Forester and Fire Warden. The City has three Los Angeles
County fire stations at various locations, since the County serves emergency cases within the County
regardless of city boundaries, services from stations in Pomona, San Dimas, or Glendora can be
dispatched depending on availability and distance. Los Angeles County Station 101 also houses a
paramedic squad that handles medical emergencies along with the crews on the engines.18
The City of Upland is also under automatic aid agreement with the County of San Bernardino to provide
fire protection to the areas bounded by Pomello Drive, Mills Avenue, and Foothill Boulevard. All
emergency calls are answered by police dispatchers, who redirect fire-related services to the Fire
Department.
The City of Upland’s Fire Department Policy ensures sufficient levels of staff in order to maintain fire
protection and emergency medical services to the community. Response times strive to improve and fire
station locations are planned to maintain or enhance current response levels.

18

https://www.ci.claremont.ca.us/living/fire-department, accessed October 1, 2019.
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Design features incorporated into the structural design and layout of the proposed project would keep
service demand increases to a minimum. For example, the project will be constructed in accordance with
the 2016 CBC, which requires all new structures to incorporate construction techniques and materials
such as roofs, eaves, exterior walls, vents, appendages, windows, and doors resistant to and/or to
perform at high levels against ignition during the exposure to fires. Fire sprinklers would be incorporated
into the building design to further reduce fire risk and service demand. Additionally, the project is
required to incorporate adequate emergency water flow, early warning systems and evacuation routes, and
to identify and mitigate any fire hazards during the development review process. Furthermore, the project
would be required to pay Development Impact Fees (DIFs) used to fund capital costs associated with
constructing new public safety structures and purchasing equipment for new public safety structures.
Any construction of future fire protection facilities in the Cities would require project-level environmental
review and site-specific mitigation as appropriate in order to ensure significant environmental impacts
are avoided or mitigated. It is reasonable to conclude construction of the proposed project in accordance
with the 2016 CBC would be adequately serviced by existing Fire Department facilities. Therefore, the
project would not generate demand for new or physically altered governmental facilities or need for new
or physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts. Impacts associated with the need to expand fire protection services and facilities
in order to maintain acceptable levels of service would be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
No further analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.


b) Police protection?







Less than Significant Impact. The City of Claremont Police Department (CPD) responds to emergency
situations within the City and patrols neighborhoods to promote a safe environment. The CPD also
utilizes reserve police officers who perform similar duties as regular police officers and enhance police
services to the community. The Claremont City Council authorized the collection of fees from users of
certain non-essential police services that are not directly related with the protection of life and property.
The fees are designed to provide cost recovery for these non-emergency services. Fees are based upon
formulas approved by Council, and are adjusted every July, or when there is a significant change in a cost
factor.19
The nearest police station in the City of Claremont is located at 570 W. Bonita Avenue, Claremont,
approximately 1.49 miles southwest of the project site. Response time for critical calls is a maximum of 3
minutes.20
Police services within the City of Upland are provided by the Upland Police Department (UPD). The
nearest UPD station is located at 1499 West 13th Street (1.28 miles east of the project site).
The City of Upland uses a multilayered approach to law enforcement and crime protection. This refers to
19
20

https://www.ci.claremont.ca.us/government/departments-divisions/police-department/department-services, accessed October 1, 2019.
City of Claremont Police Department 2018 Annual Report, https://www.ci.claremont.ca.us/home/showdocument?id=13322, accessed
October 1, 2019.
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a range of measures such as the use of best practices in law enforcement or ensuring that the siting and
landscaping of buildings is a deterrent to crime. Upland has also partnered with neighboring cities and
communities for preventing crime.
Compliance with California Vehicle Code 21806(A)(1), which requires all vehicles to yield to emergency
vehicles, would ensure response times to the project site are not significantly altered. The project would
be designed and operated per applicable standards required by the Cities for new development with
regard to public safety.
The Cities monitor staffing levels to ensure that adequate police protection and response times continue
to be provided as individual development projects are proposed and on an annual basis as part of the
City Council’s budgeting process. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in a significant
reduction in police response times because of the continual monitoring of police staffing levels by the
Cities.
Funding for new police facilities commensurate with the increased demand for services in the Cities
would be provided from capital improvement fees levied on new development. These DIFs are one-time
charges applied to new development and are imposed to raise revenue for the construction or expansion
of capital facilities located out of the project boundaries of a new development that benefit the area.
DIFs enable the Cities to collect fair-share fees from new development projects to fund new
infrastructure and services. DIFs are collected for specific infrastructure needs and are deposited into
different accounts representing these requirements.
Any future construction of new or expansion of existing police protection facilities would be subject to
project-level environmental review and site-specific mitigation as appropriate in order to ensure
significant environmental impacts are avoided or mitigated. However, it is reasonable to conclude the
proposed specific plan in accordance with the 2016 CBC would not require new or physically altered
police protection facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts.
Therefore, impacts would be less than significant and no mitigation is required. No further analysis of this
subject is required in the EIR.


c) Schools?







Less than Significant Impact. Although the project includes a residential component, and it is anticipated
some residents are expected to be of school-age. Therefore, the project is expected to generate any
schoolchildren, the addition of which could cause negative impacts to existing or future school facilities
or programs.
California Government Code (Section 65995[b]) establishes the base amount of allowable developer fees
imposed by school districts. These base amounts are commonly referred to as “Level 1 fees” and are
subject to inflation adjustment every two years. School districts are placed into a specific “level” based on
school impact fee amounts that are imposed on the development. With the adoption of Senate Bill 50
and Proposition 1A in 1998, schools meeting certain criteria can now adopt Level 2 and 3 developer fees.
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The amount of fees that can be charged over the Level 1 amount is determined by the district’s total
facilities needs and the availability of State matching funds. If there is State facility funding available,
districts are able to charge fees equal to 50 percent of their total facility costs, termed “Level 2” fees. If,
however, there are no State funds available, “Level 3” fees may be imposed for the full cost of their
facility needs.
Per California Government Code, “The payment or satisfaction of a fee, charge, or other requirement
levied or imposed … are hereby deemed to be full and complete mitigation of the impacts … on the
provision of adequate school facilities.” The project will be required to pay these development fees in
accordance with Government Code 65995 and Education Code 17620. Through payment of development
fees in accordance with Government Code 65995 and Education Code 17620, no impact related to school
services would occur. No mitigation is required. No further analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.


d) Parks?







Less than Significant Impact. The project site contains recreational facilities including the Central Park and
Linear Park (1,200 square feet), which are located on site and open to the residents of the proposed
project. The addition of residential/commercial structures would provide access to these two parks, but
the proposed project would not result in substantial adverse physical impacts to existing parks within the
two cities. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant and no additional mitigation is required. No
further analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.


e) Other public facilities?







Less than Significant Impact. The proposed project would serve as a community resource to improve the
health of its residents and it would result in improved curbs, gutters, sidewalks, and bicycle lanes along
the project site frontage and approach roadways, which are public facilities. It is reasonable to conclude
the payment of required fees, taxes, and other payments by the project proponent would sufficiently
offset any incremental increase in demand for governmental services. But for the proposed project as
analyzed throughout this Initial Study, the construction of new or expansion of existing public facilities is
not required. Impacts to other public facilities would be less than significant and no mitigation is
required. No further analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.
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16.

Recreation

Would the project:
a) Increase the use of existing neighborhood and
regional parks or other recreational facilities such
that substantial physical deterioration of the
facility would occur or be accelerated?
b) Include recreational facilities or require the
construction or expansion of recreational facilities
that might have an adverse physical effect on the
environment?

















Less than Significant Impact. As the population grows within the City, the need for park and other
recreational facilities rises due to the additional strain on upkeep and maintenance that is required to be
implemented a City. The addition of 110 residential units and 5,000 square feet of retail is expected to
increase the population of Claremont and Upland by a total of 301 residents. The proposed project
includes the construction of Central Park and Linear Park on the project site (refer to response to
Checklist Question 15d.). There are three parks located within two miles of the project site: Greenbelt
Park (1.37 miles northeast of the site), Cabrillo Park (1.40 miles southeast of the site), and Baldy View
Park (1.91 miles southeast of the site).
It is not possible to determine with any reasonable certainty, the location, frequency or intensity of use
project residents may have on public park/recreation facilities. The proposed project includes various
recreational amenities for its employees and residents. Furthermore, any physical impacts resulting from
development of the proposed on-site recreational facilities are addressed throughout this Initial Study
and mitigated as necessary to levels below significance thresholds.
Through payment of in lieu fees in accordance with the Quimby Act in conjunction with development of
the proposed on-site recreational facilities, the project would offset any increased demand on public
parks and recreational facilities in the Cities. In lieu fees will be used in part to maintain existing park
facilities and/or construct new park facilities at a time and place determined appropriate by each City.
The maintenance of existing parks or construction of new park and recreation facilities would be actions
independent of the proposed project. The CEQA review for such actions would occur at a time on a level
commensurate with each specific City sponsored park development project. Therefore, the proposed
project would have less than significant impacts related to the increased use of public park and
recreation facilities or construction or expansion of park or recreation facilities. No mitigation is required.
No further analysis of this subject is required in the EIR.
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17.

Transportation

Would the project:
a) Conflict with a program, plan, ordinance or
policy addressing the circulation system,
including transit, roadway, bicycle and
pedestrian facilities?









Potentially Significant Impact. A traffic impact study is being prepared for the proposed project.
Potential project conflicts with programs, plans, ordinances, or policies addressing the affected
circulation system will be fully analyzed in the EIR and mitigation measures will be identified, where
required.
b) Would the project conflict or be inconsistent
with CEQA Guidelines section 15064.3,
subdivision (b)?









Potentially Significant Impact. A traffic impact study is being prepared for the proposed project.
Potential project conflicts or inconsistency with CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.3 regarding vehicle miles
traveled analysis will be fully analyzed in the EIR and mitigation measures will be identified, where
required.
c) Substantially increase hazards due to a
geometric design feature (e.g., sharp curves or
dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses
(e.g., farm equipment)?









Potentially Significant Impact. A traffic impact study is being prepared for the proposed project.
Potential traffic hazards from project design features or incompatible land uses will be fully analyzed in
the EIR and mitigation measures will be identified, where required.


d) Result in inadequate emergency access?







Potentially Significant Impact. A traffic impact study is being prepared for the proposed project.
Potential project impacts regarding emergency access will be fully analyzed in the EIR and mitigation
measures will be identified, where required.
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18.

Tribal Cultural Resources

Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a tribal cultural resource,
defined in Public Resources Code Section 21074 as either a site, feature, place, cultural landscape that is
geographically defined in terms of the size and scope of the landscape, sacred place, or object with
cultural value to a California Native American tribe, and that is:
Listed or eligible for listing in the California
Register of Historical Resources, or in a local
register of historical resources as defined in
Public Resources Code Section 5020.1(k)?









b) A resource determined by the lead agency, in its
discretion and supported by substantial
evidence, to be significant pursuant to criteria
set forth in subdivision (c) of Public Resources
Code Section 5024.1. In applying the criteria set
forth in subdivision (c) of Public Resource Code
Section 5024.1, the lead agency shall consider
the significance of the resource to a California
Native American tribe?









a)

Potentially Significant Impact. The City of Claremont has commenced consultation and coordination
with affected tribes. The consultation is not complete, therefore; it is not possible at this time to
determine if there are known tribal cultural resources listed or eligible for listing on the project site or
that would be affected by development of the project. Impacts to tribal cultural resources are
considered to potentially significant and will be analyzed in the EIR.
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19.

Utilities and Service Systems

Would the project:
a) Require or result in the relocation or
construction of new or expanded water,
drainage, electric power, natural gas, or
telecommunications facilities, the construction
or relocation of which would cause significant
environmental effects?









Less than Significant Impact. The approval of drainage features/improvements, electrical power and
natural gas hook-ups, and telecommunication facilities hook-ups will occur through the building plan
check process. As part of this process, all project-related drainage features would be required to meet
the Cities of Claremont and Upland’s Public Works Department and Santa Ana RWQCB standards. Onsite project-related drainage features would be designed, installed, and maintained per Public Works
Department standards and the requirements identified in the Final Water Quality Management Plan.
The utility purveyors, Southern California Edison for electric and Southern California Gas Company for
natural gas, will require the developer to tie into existing lines in the project vicinity. The project will not
result in the construction of new or expanded water or wastewater treatment facilities (refer to
responses to Checklist Questions 19b and 19c). The proposed project will be required to connect to
existing water and wastewater infrastructure to provide the necessary construction and water/sewer
needs for the project. The connection point would be from lines within existing adjacent roadways
(Foothill Boulevard). No new water, sewer infrastructure, or construction or relocation of electric power,
natural gas lines are anticipated with implementation of the project. Therefore, the impacts would be
less than significant and no mitigation is required. No further analysis is required in the EIR.
b) Have sufficient water supplies available to serve
the project and reasonably foreseeable future
development during normal, dry and multiple
dry years?









Less than Significant Impact. Water will be provided to the project site by Golden State Water Company
(GSWC). GSWC provides drinking water to approximately 11,000 customers in the Claremont Customer
Service Area (CSA), which includes Claremont and portions of Montclair, Pomona and Upland
(Claremont System Service Area). Local water comes from two sources: 60 percent comes from local
groundwater supplies, which Golden State Water maintains, and the balance is imported from the
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD) via Three Valleys Municipal Water District. In
accordance with the 2015 Urban Water Management Plan for Claremont,21 the Los Angeles County
Sanitation District (LACSD) provides a reliable supply of recycled water that meets California recycled
21

2015 Urban Water Management Plan for Claremont, Golden State Water Company, July 2016. https://www.gswater.com/
download/Claremont_2015_UWMP-Final-Draft.pdf accessed October 1, 2019.
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water quality standards set forth in Title 22 of the California Code of Regulations. LACSD is the lead
agency in implementing the recycled water plan and distribution network. GSWC works closely with
LACSD in planning a potential recycled water distribution system and identifying potential recycled
water customers.
The 2015 Urban Water Management Plan for Claremont demonstrates the reliability of water supplies
to meet projected annual water demands for the Claremont System during a normal, a single dry year,
and multiple dry years through 2040. The projected water demand per capita within the Claremont
System is projected at 328 gpd. The proposed project is projected to use 80,360 gpd of potable water.
Sufficient water supplies will be available to the project, and GWC does not require new water supply
sources or resources to provide water to the project. Therefore, the project will have a less than
significant impact related to insufficient water supplies and no mitigation is required. No further
analysis is required in the EIR.
c) Result in a determination by the wastewater
treatment provider which serves or may serve
the project that it has adequate capacity to serve
the project’s projected demand in addition to
the provider’s existing commitments?









Less than Significant Impact. Wastewater in the Claremont System is collected by gravity sewers and lift
stations owned by the cities of Claremont and Pomona, as well as by LACSD. The wastewater is
transported through LACSD-owned trunk sewers to LACSD’s Pomona Water Reclamation Plant (WRP).
The City of Claremont is also responsible for ensuring that new development is properly connected to
the LACSD wastewater collection system.
The Pomona Water Reclamation Plant (WRP) provides primary, secondary, and tertiary treatment for a
design capacity of 15 million gallons per day (mgd) (approximately 16,800 acre feet per year (AFY). The
average per capita wastewater generation factor for the Pomona WRP is 66 gallons per day (gpd) (about
0.07 AFY).22 The plant serves a population of approximately 130,000 people. The treated effluent is
reused at over 190 different reuse sites throughout the area, including irrigation of parks, schools, golf
courses, landscaping and greenbelts, irrigation and dust control at the Spadra Landfill and industrial use
by local paper manufacturers.23 Claremont’s inability to use recycled water for productive purposes is
because of the lack of necessary infrastructure and distance from regional treatment plants.
Using a wastewater generation rate of 66 gpd, the proposed project is estimated to generate
approximately 16,170 gdp24 which is 0.0010 percent of the capacity of the Pomona WRP. As a matter of
policy and to protect public health, the City of Claremont does not allow the use of septic tanks in
conjunction with new development within its boundaries and also requires the connection to the City’s
22
23

24

Ibid.
2015 Urban Water Management Plan for Claremont, Golden State Water Company, July 2016. https://www.gswater.com/
download/Claremont_2015_UWMP-Final-Draft.pdf accessed October 1, 2019.
245 persons × 66 gdp = 16,170 gpd
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wastewater collection system. To ensure the proper disposal of wastewater and to protect groundwater
quality, the wastewater collected within the City is treated and filtered before it is returned to basins.
The City of Upland requires that all new development located within the City limits is required to
connect to the public wastewater collection system. The General Plan also ensures that all wastewater
collection and conveyance facilities are constructed to serve the ultimate buildout of all developments
and should be done in coordination with the applicable regional agencies, which are responsible for
providing treatment services. The General Plan requires new development to grant conditional approval
of new development on the availability of sufficient capacity in the wastewater collection and treatment
system to serve the project. Due to the policies stated in the City’s General Plan and because the project
will follow the wastewater treatment requirements of the wastewater purveyor, a less than significant
impact would occur and no mitigation is required. No further analysis is required in the EIR.
d) Generate solid waste in excess of State or local
standards, or in excess of the capacity of local
infrastructure, or otherwise impair the
attainment of solid waste reduction goals?









Less than Significant Impact. Solid waste collection is a “demand-responsive” service, and current
service levels can be expanded and funded through user fees without difficulty. The City of Claremont’s
Community Services Department provides trash collection and recycling services to all residents and
businesses in Claremont. The City has long been a leader in providing innovative solid waste disposal
programs. Curbside recycling began here in 1983, years before most other cities even considered
providing collection of recyclable materials. Its operation has remained on the leading edge of refuse
and recycling technology by adding automated containers, commingled recycling, green waste
collection, and variable rates. Waste is generally hauled to the Puente Hills Material Recovery Facility
(MRF) where is sorted for recyclable materials and residual waste if transferred to permitted landfills.
Solid waste generated in the City of Upland is collected and transported by the City’s contract waste
hauler, Burrtec Waste Industries. Once collected, solid waste is transported to sorting/disposal facilities
permitted to accept residential and commercial solid waste, with each facility’s operations routinely
inspected by regional and state regulatory agencies for compliance with all applicable statutes and
regulations. Burrtec Waste Industries operates three material recovery facilities in southern California,
which sort and process recyclable materials from solid waste. Non-recyclable solid waste would likely go
to the Mid-Valley Landfill, located in Rialto.
According to Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery (CalRecycle), the business sector
generates more than half of the solid waste in California (approximately 68% of waste disposed). While
significant commercial recycling already occurs, much of the commercial sector waste disposed in
landfills is clean enough to be recycled. CalRecycle recently adopted Assembly Bill 341, implementing a
mandatory commercial recycling requirement for medium-to-large businesses and multi-family
complexes. Per the California Green Building Standards Code (CalGreen), all new residential,
commercial, and mixed use construction projects in Claremont are required to divert a minimum of 65
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percent of construction and demolition (C&D) waste from landfill disposal.
The City of Upland’s policies on solid waste generation is solid waste is to be minimized and collected,
stored, transported, and recycled in safe, sanitary, and environmentally acceptable ways. The policies
strive to exceed the State’s goal of diverting solid waste from landfills. It is required that trash, recycling,
and green waste is picked up to ensure a safe and sanitary environment. The collection and recycling of
household hazardous waste as well as e-waste, used oil and filter container recycling, and sharps
disposal is provided at the City Yard.
In accordance with the United Stated EPA, the generation rate of solid waste is 4.4 pounds per day per
person.25 The proposed project is expected to increase the area population by 301 people. The proposed
project would generate approximately 1,324 pounds per day of solid waste (241.7 tons per year) for the
residential portion of the project site. The CalRecycle uses a solid waste generation rate of 0.046 pounds
per square foot per day for commercial/retail uses.26 Based on 5,000 square feet of commercial uses in
the Claremont portion of the proposed project, 230 pounds per day would be generated by the
commercial portion of the project. The total solid waste generated by the proposed project would be
approximately 1,554 pounds per day or 283.6 tons per year. Given the recycling requirements and solid
waste standards of the Cities of Claremont and Upland, the proposed project will not generate solid
waste in excess of the capacity of local infrastructure. The project will implement these standards for
solid waste. Therefore, a less than significant impact would occur and no mitigation is required. No
further analysis is required in the EIR.
e) Comply with federal, State, and local
management reduction statutes and regulations
related to solid waste?









Less than Significant Impact. The City requires all development to adhere to all source reduction
programs set forth in the Source Reduction and Recycling Element (SRRE) for the disposal of solid waste,
which also includes yard waste. This project would adhere to the SRRE and, like all development, also
comply with other applicable local, State, and federal solid waste disposal standards. Impacts are
considered less than significant and no mitigation is required. No further analysis is required in the EIR.

25
26

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-11/documents/2014_smmfactsheet_508.pdf accessed October 1, 2019.
https://www2.calrecycle.ca.gov/WasteCharacterization/General/Rates/ accessed October 1, 2019.
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20.

Wildfire

If located in or near State responsibility areas or lands classified as very high fire hazard severity zones,
would the project:
a) Substantially impair an adopted emergency
response plan or emergency evacuation plan?









Potentially Significant Impact. According to the City of Claremont General Plan Fire Hazard Map, the
portion of the project site that is located in Claremont is not within a high fire hazard severity area.
According to the City of Upland General Plan Fire Hazard Map, the portion of the site that is located in
Upland is not located in a high fire hazard zone. Fire services in the City of Claremont are provided to
residents of Claremont through a contract with the consolidated Fire Protection District of Los Angeles
County. Los Angeles County Fire is responsible for the protection of life and property from losses due to
fire, explosion, and other disasters.
Policy SAF-4.6 in the City of Upland’s General Plan “requires all development in areas of potential
wildland fire hazards, shown in the High Fire Hazard Map, to include clearance around structures, fireresistant ground cover and fire-resistant roofing materials.” Design and construction of the project in
accordance with the 2016 California Building Code (CBC) which includes design features such as ignitionresistant materials and incorporation of fire sprinklers that would minimize any risk of exposure of
persons or property to wildfires. Impacts from wildfires will be potentially significant and will be
evaluated in the EIR.
b) Due to slope, prevailing winds, and other factors,
exacerbate wildfire risks, and thereby expose
project occupants to, pollutant concentrations
from a wildfire or the uncontrolled spread of a
wildfire?









Potentially Significant Impact. The proposed project site is within an area prone to wildfire. Three sides
of the site are developed including the east and south borders containing arterial roadways. An existing
retail commercial center is located to the west. The land bordering the site to the north is undeveloped;
however, the area is not fully vegetated because of prior ground disturbances including several
structures on the north side of a driveway (Maryland Avenue) off Monte Vista Avenue. In addition, there
is a nearby fire station (San Bernardino County Fire Station 165 located at 1257 Airport Drive, Upland)
approximately 0.5 mile from the project site. The project site is located approximately 2 miles from the
foothills of the San Gabriel Mountains and approximately 1 mile from an area of vacant land containing
dense natural vegetation northeast of Monte Vista Avenue. These areas have a potential of a wildfire
and could pose a threat to the project. The project will be developed in accordance with the regulations
and standards outlined in the California Building Code and fire codes. Station 165 is a first responder to
fire emergencies and response times will be adequately serving this project area. Therefore, impacts
from wildfires will be potentially significant and will be evaluated in the EIR.
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c) Require the installation or maintenance of
associated infrastructure (such as roads, fuel
breaks, emergency water sources, power lines or
other utilities) that may result in temporary or
ongoing impacts to the environment?









Less Than Significant Impact. The project site is located in an urbanized area. Implementation of the
project will not require the installation or maintenance of such infrastructure beyond connections to
utilities surrounding the site. Existing infrastructure will support the project and will be further described
in Section 19, Utilities and System Services in the EIR. Therefore, impacts are less than significant and no
mitigation is required. No further analysis is required in the EIR.
d) Expose people or structures to significant risks,
including downslope or downstream flooding or
landslides, as a result of runoff, post-fire slope
instability, or drainage changes?









Less Than Significant Impact. The project site is relatively flat, therefore the project will not be
susceptible to risk of flooding or landslides. Therefore, impacts to people and structures will be less than
significant and no mitigation is required. No further analysis is required in the EIR.
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21.

Mandatory Findings of Significance

a) Does the project have the potential to
substantially degrade the quality of the
environment, substantially reduce the habitat of
a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining levels,
threaten to eliminate a plant or animal
community, substantially reduce the number or
restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant
or animal or eliminate important examples of the
major periods of California history or prehistory?









Potentially Significant Impact. The proposed project’s impacts to biological resources and cultural
resources will be analyzed in the EIR. Therefore, impacts to biological resources and historical resources
could be potentially significant. Any required mitigation measures will be included in the EIR.
b) Does the project have impacts that are
individually
limited,
but
cumulatively
considerable? (“Cumulatively considerable”
means that the incremental effects of a project




are considerable when viewed in connection
with the effects of past projects, the effects of
other current projects, and the effects of
probable future projects.)
Potentially Significant Impact. Impacts of the proposed project were not determined to be significant on
aesthetics, agricultural and forestry resources, geology and soils, mineral resources, population and
housing, public services and utilities, recreation; therefore, the cumulative discussion of these issues will
not be carried over to the EIR. The proposed project’s potential cumulative impacts related to air
quality, biological resources, cultural resources, greenhouse gases, hydrology, noise, traffic and wildfire
will be analyzed in EIR and any mitigation measures related to cumulative impacts will be identified in
the EIR. Any required mitigation measures to reduce cumulative impacts will be included in the EIR.
c) Does the project have environmental effects that




will cause substantial adverse effects on human
beings, either directly or indirectly?
Potentially Significant Impact. Impacts related to air pollution, drainage, greenhouse gas emissions,
noise, traffic, and wildfire that could potentially affect human beings directly or indirectly will be
analyzed in the EIR. These impacts are potentially significant and mitigation measures will be identified
in the EIR, where required. Potential effects on humans from seismic related hazards have been
addressed in responses to Checklist Questions 7.a and 7.c in this Initial Study with the conclusion that
such impacts are less than significant and no further discussion will be included in the EIR.
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